KEY TO SYMBOLS USED

TYPE
Alt = Alternative Session     S = Seminar
L = Lecture             WS = Workshop
F = Film       A = All Year
L/F = Lecture/Film       1 = First Semester
P = Practical Session         2 = Second Semester
LC = Laboratory Class (e.g. Computer Labs)

DURATION
Duration of a session is shown by 1=one hour, 1.5=on and a half hours, etc. If a class is scheduled for less than a full academic year or semester the specific dates are listed. Lecture hour = 50 minutes instruction, commencing 5 minutes past the hour and concluding 5 minutes before the hour.

PLACE
The room number is shown immediately after the code for the building, e.g PS4 163 is a room in the Physical Sciences 4 building on level one, SS232 is a room in the Social Sciences building on level two. FS G/04 (lect theatre) is the Ground floor lecture theatre at Franklin Street, City Campus. BG210 (Computer Lab) is a laboratory in the Beth Gleeson building, second level, room 210.

The Beth Gleeson Building and Physical Sciences 5 building are situated behind the Physical Sciences 2 building. Physical Sciences 5 contains the Szental Lecture Theatre (upstairs) and the Hooper Lecture Theatre (downstairs).

ALBURY/WODONGA
DEME Environmental Mgt Ecol Wod - Rm 61… Nursing

BENDIGO CAMPUS
HHS214 Health Sciences AS1 Applied Science 1
GDP Visual Arts IBC Outdoor Ed

MELBOURNE (BUNDOORA) CAMPUS
AGORA CINEMA Agora Cinema AGORA THEATRE Agora Theatre
BIOL 1 Biological Sciences 1 Building BIOL 2 Biological Sciences 2
Building
BG Beth Gleeson Building DMBE David Myers Building East
DMBC David Myers Building Central DWB Donald Whitehead Building
DEPT Department (Dept to advise) ECOLT Economics Lecture Theatre
ELT Eastern Lecture Theatre GLENN COLL Glenn College
HU3 Humanities 3 Building MARB Martin Building
MARB LT Martin Building Lecture Theatre
PW Peribolos West Building SS Social Sciences Building
SZLT Szental Lecture Theatre TCLT Thomas Cherry Lecture
Theatre
UCLT Undercroft Lecture Theatre WLT Western Lecture Theatre

CITY CAMPUS
FS Franklin Street 215 Franklin Street, Melbourne

USING THE TIMETABLE
Check the lecture times from the timetable. As a personal tip! you may add the details of the subjects and lecture times to a weekly grid to ensure you do not have clashes within your choices.
Tutorial class allocation usually takes place during the first week of the semesters via Lectures as appropriate.

Contact your campus Timetable Coordinator if you have any queries.